
CHAPTER I I

APPARATUS AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

2.1 The solid-state gamma-ray spectrometer

The introduction o? commercially available lithium

drifted germanium gamma-ray spectrometers in "\}(>k (produced

fay RCA-Canada) opened a new era of gainma-ray spectroscopy.

The superior energy resolution of these solid-state devices

made the earlier Nal(Tl) scintillation spectrometers largely

obsolete, even though their gamma-ray detection efficiency

is still larger. Freck and Wakefield were the first to

introduce (in 1962) lithium drifted germanium to detect

gamma-rays. The lithium drift process (for silicon) was deve*
2%

loped by Pell . Lithium drifted silicon detectors were
introduced by MacKenzle and Ewan 3', Freck and Wakefield ^ ,

Webb and Williams ' and Ewan and Tavendale J applied the

same technique on germanium- The resulting improvement in

gamma-ray detection efficiency stems from the fact that the

photo-electric absorption cross-section varies approximately

as Z?u which amounts to a difference of a factor kQ in the

above cases. .: t

- The starting material for the lithium drifted ger-

manium is prtype germaniuin (germanium doped with gallium or

boron). Lithium which acts as a donor is diffused into the

crystal creating an excess number of donors and therefore

n-type germatiium. At the p*-n junction, the number of donors

and: acceptors "is1 equal;. In this electrical ly neutral

'•intrinsic1* region free charges can be generated, in order

to, cblll ect them the n-region Is biased positively wi«.h

respect to the p-regipn.
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p: original p-type single crystalline germanium

i: intrinsic material, via lithium compensation

n: lithium diffused junction

Three detector configurations are commercially available,'

planar, true coaxial and coaxial closed, end. The planar de-

tector usually has a ci*cular cross-sect ion, the top and the

bottom being the n- and p-type junctions. In the true coaxi-

al detector, lithium is diffused around the perimeter of a

cylindrical ingot and compensating is achieved by drifting

radially towards contacts placed at the center of both ends

of the cylinder. In the coaxial closed end detector, lithium

is also applied to one of the ends. Compensating proceeds by

drifting towards a contact placed at the center of the re-

maining open end.

t rue COOK closed end

Ionizing radiation in the intrinsic region produces electron-

hole pairs (about 1 pair/3 eV). The terminal velocity of both

electrons and holes is about 1.1 x io7 cm/s corresponding to

a charge col lection time of 9 ns/mm. Thus the minimum collec-

tion time in a 10 mm planar detector (exhibiting neither elec

tron nor hole trapping ')\$ k5 ns for charge pairs created

at the center of the 10 mm region and 90 ns for charges



created near-; the junctions.-The narrow band gap energy

(0.75 eV at 77 °K) . • and the extreme mob!1ity of !5 thi urn

ions in germanium makes that Ge(Li) detectors must be cooleH

to liquid nitrogen temperatures (77 °K) in order to maintain

thep-i-n structure. At this temperature, thermally generated

npise ;is ;sb much,reduced that it is advantageous to process

the-signal's;-by very low noise preamplifier electronics. The

cryogenic requirement though, leads to quite more complicated

experimental set-ups than Nal(Tl) scJnti11 at ion spectrome-

ters. It has become common practice to express the gamma-ray

detection efficiency of a Ge(Li) detector as a percentage of

that of a 3 x 3 inch Nal(Tl) crystal scintillation counter

(source Co of both detectors) placed 25 cm from the front

.•face;.;. .;-_-^. ;;•...-, - • ; . ' ' • - ' . • •

Data on the Ge(li) counters used in the present experiments

are collected in table I.

Table

type eff

coax i a 1
true-coax

coaxial
planar

coaxial
true-coax

coaxI a 1

ici

k.
5.

10.

*

15.

• ' 5 .

9.

2.1

ency

5 %
1 %

5 *

V *
0 %

1 %

1 %

Ge(Li) spectrometer character

supplier

Nuclear

Nuclear

Nuclear

Philips

Philips

Philips

Philips

Diodes

Diodes

Diodes

hood tJ
in

.5
,5
.5
.25
.5
.5
.5

lickness
mm

Al

Al

Al

Be

Al

Al

Al

istics

bias vol

1850

2300

2800

1400

3200

2750

2750

tage

V

V
V
V
V
V

All detector systems have a low-noise charge-sensitive

amplifier with field effect transistors (FET) in the first

stage, they c«n be ccupled to a 1 inear main 3i»p5 if ier with

adjustable RC integration and differentiation networks

and baseline restoration, al 1 DC-coupled to a *»096 chan-

nel Analog to Mgltal Converter (A0C) which is part of

the multf-purpose data-handling system deerJbed in Chap-
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ter 2.5. All systems have good energy ' resolutIon that Is, a

full width st half maximum of 1.2 at 100 keV and 2.9 keV at

1 .5 MeV.
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2.2 A high resolution, large volume Ge(Li)-NaI(Tl)-
Compton suppression spectrometer *

A Comptofl-stippresiion spectromeijr is described, consbting of 100 keV the resolution is 0.91 Examples are

J.,1!T*Tm ThVC°"Won-suppreoion fetor is cation at an "energy-level spectrometer" and or application for
9.5:eoeiwre*chiiB»andr«»k-Coinpio»ratioforttiel.33MeV very low-level counting.
•"Co radiation are 1.92 keV fWhm and 420 respectiveir. In Ihe

1. Introduction

A summary and a review of the subject are given by
Camp1), who discusses nuclear spectrosoopy with
Ge(IJ) detectors in Compton suppression aad pair
spectrometers. Recently Cooper and Perkins1) empha-
sized the impact of such systems on environmental and
biological research. Compton-suppression spectro-
meters with a Ge(Li) detector surroun Jcu Hy an anti-
coincidence shield are also discussed in refs 3 and 4.

This paper describes the design of a Ge(Li)-NaI(TI)
gamma-ray spectrometer, with a large volume, high
performance detector. A huge Compton suppression
has been obtained with this system over the whole
energy range.

A Ge(Li) detector within its own vacuum housing is
surrounded by a hnge NalTTI) scintillation crystal. A
coDimated gamma-ray beam hits die central Ge(Li)
detector. Compton scattered gamma-rays from the
central detector have a large probability of interacting
with die surrounding scmtfflanfig material. A signal
generated dwre above die noise le/el can* be used to
reject the recording of any comcident **p**i in die
Ge(L0 detector. The recorded antiomncidem y-r»y
spectrum docs yet not contain faD energy events only,
because of absorption in die housing of Ge(Li)
detector and scintillation crystal and in die inactive
n-layer of die germanium diode. Also, some y-rays
escape the •cmtination crystal diroagh enteance hole
and wefl. A smaD fraction of die Compttnh«cattered

- y-rays of ttgher energies may fbrdier escape detection
due to the final thickness of die NaJfTI) thidd.

Thephuosopfay oaed in die construction of our
system was to use a large volume Ge(Li) detector at die

very best energy resolution available; the latter feature
is considered the most important. In choosing the
geometry of the system, special attention was paid to
keep a high-suppression factor for Compton scat-
tering into forward angles (the low-energy tail of the
Compton distribution). Shielding between source and
sdntillator is important to prevent the scintillator
detecting direct radiation from the y-ray source. This
may cause coincidences - jnretevant for the Compton
suppression, e.g. an event will not be detected that
otherwise would have been. One, therefore, has to be
careful when using such a system to determine the
half-life of a radioactive sample with strong sources.

Geometry and dimensions of our large volume
NaI(Tl) crystal* are shown in figs. 1 and 2. The well,
housing the Ge(Li) detector, is positioned asymmetri-
cally. The a n s of well and crystal are parallel at a
distance of 42 nun. In the plane of these two axes and
perpendicularly to them, a cylindrical hole ( 0 30 mm)
was machined through the thinnest part of the NaI(Tl)
crystal as an entrance window for the 7 radiation. The
relatively large diameter allows good colUmation by
insertion of a lead coHimator lined with Cd. TheNal
(Tl) crystal is constructed as two halves separated
optically by a [Jane along the axes of the well and
crystal.

The 90% absorption range of a Compton-scattered
event is givea iti fi^g. 2 as a function of angle with the
primary T**f energy. Its behaviour is the reason for
die asymmetric location of the weB. The left-hand part
of fig. 2 indicates die range with 90% chance that at

• Manufactured by Quartz et Silice S. A., Paris, France.

* Published In NucI. Itvstr. Meth. UJji (1973) 83.
Reproduced wl.th permission of the North Holland Publishing
Company, Amsterdam.
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Fig. 1. Schematic, cross-Mctkmal drawing of the Compton-tupprenion ipectrometer. The Nal(TI) crystal (0 254 mm. kngth
229 mm) is provided with a well ( 0 80 mm. depth 133 mm) to bouse a GeCU) detector. A cylindrical hole (0 30 mm) «Howt for

good coDimation of they-ravs. Dhnenftons are given in mm.

least one of the two pair-created annihilation quanta is
absorbed.

To reduce the influence of unnecessary absorption,
the construction of die vacuum housing of the Ge(U)
detector was discussed with the manufacturer*. A
high-performance, closed-end, 15% Ce(Li) detector
with a volume of 75 cm3 was chosen, equipped with a
liquid-nitrogen cooled FET-preampfifier. The system
resolution is 1.92 keV fwhm at the 1.33 MeV "Go line
with a peak to Cumpton ratio of 47:1 (for a spectrum
without Compton suppression). Further details of the
detector are given in table 1 and figs. 1 and 3. The
thickness of the n-layer of the Gefli) diode was
guaranteed by the manufacturer to be less than 0.7 mm

* Philips Industries, Eindhoven, The Netherlands.

at the circular surface and less than 0.5 mm at the top
of the detector. The detector mounting was made with
as Httle material as possible. The back end of the detec-
tor is damped in a modified Phffips standard GefLQ
adapter with an Al-iing, covering onhTiOmm of the
circular surface. The detector is mounted with the
crystal axis horizontal. The front end of the O5 mm
thick Al cap of the vacuum housing is situated at
43Jem from the center of the cryostat dip stick,
corresposduig to 20 cm outside die dewar container.

A 5 cm thick Pb shield reduces background radiation
and the amount of direst y radiation m r ^ s the
NaIfTl)crysMSIrieMawltlKpba)Imnatowrcstric-
tnigt1»wdiatioiitoabeamt<mlytht<eaualOe(lJ)
detector only are covered with graded bners (Cd and
Cu) effidenay absorbing fluorescent radiation.

t l . - 12 r
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F«. 2. Schematic, cnw-wctiaDal drawing or the NaI(TI) crystal
tiiroogh a plane perpendicular to the symmetry axis. The 90%
absorption range of Compton-<catlered y-rays fa given in the
right-hand section as aftmcrion of the incident y-ray energy, la
the left-hand part the 90% range for which at least one of the

two pair-created annihilation quanta is absorbed, is shown.

Fig. 3. GroB-ttctional drawing of the Ge(Li) detector, dimen-
sions in mm.

Intensity calibration was performed with absolutely
calibrated (accuracy ±1%) sources ("Na, "Mn,
"Co, WY, "*€», MSHg and M1Am) obtained from the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in
Vienna. -';';^r.-»;-i -

Two 7 ^ "sptctmof * t o shown in fig. 4 were
nconfed for ttte S O K time, ite upper one without
Compton wm'MWBiion, tte towcx-one widi suppOTBon.
Tte highest background reduotion factor is about 9.1

nmi-unqmn setup uctuj aetCvfor.
Measuring certificate tingle open-ended coaxial lithium-drifted

-*- . * gcrmAiiiiini detector.

TypeAPY47SQ
Uselii] volume
Depletion layer
Entranee window AI hood of cryostat
Recommended bias voltage
Maximum bias voltage (reverse current

< 3 * i O - » A )

R£VeiKUUI'£IU*
Total capacitance* -
System nsohitioo «°Co (1.33 MeV) fwhmb

Ŝ 'Stem resohition "Co (1.33 MeV) fw 0.1 m"
Sjstem resolnlion •'Co (112 keV) fwhmb

System resolution '^mi (2.614 MeV) fwhmb

Serial no. 422
75 cm3

18.0-21.6 mm
0.5 mm
3200 V

3200 V
•<3xI0-»A
f»18pF
I.92keV
3.6S keV
0.92 keV
2.76 keV

System resolution ***Th (2.614 MeV) fw 0.1 mb S.S2 keV
System iiouB oofitnouticMî * *

PhotepeakHCompton ratio "Co (1.33 MeV)
Relative (U1I energy peak efficiency

**Oorj*:33 MeV)
AmpliOer time constants - differentiating
: :• -integrating
Measuied in cryostat system
Polarity-connection pin
Distance between top Al hood and detector

0.81 keV

47

15.0%
4 / «
4ps
CRY 103 CP
pos

6 mm

• Measured at recommended bias voltage and at 77 K.
b Noise of electronic equipment included.
c Detector not irradiated.

Figs. 5 and 6 show Compton-suppressed spectra of
66Ga and s*Co. Both sources were used for the relative
calibration of the efficiency curve for the full energy
peaks up to about S MeV. The 66Ga and st>Co sources
were not chemically purified. As all the registered
counts in the NalfTI) scintillator coincident with
events in the central Geftj) detector are used for
suppression, double and single escape peaks are
largely reduced, too. The ratio of these peaks is
shown in fig. 7 with respect to the full energy one and as
a function of the incident y-ray energy. The suppression
factor for the double escape peak is even larger, as two

-annihilation quanta can escape from the Ge(U)
detector. The area of the double escape peak due to a
5 MeV 7-ray is only a few percent of the corresponding
area for the photo peak.

The observed peak to Compton ratio of 420:1 for the
1332.4? keV y-ray in "Co (see figs. 4 and 9) is extremely
useful in investigating weak transitions in the presence
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of strong y-ray transitions. The y-ray spectrum from the
decay of 84Y is given as an example of a complex
spectrum (see fig. 8). The spectrum shown in fig, 9
originates from a I73>I74Lu source. In the I7*Lu decay
it was important to observe the weak cross-over and
stop-over transitions at 1318.28 and 1064.86 keV
respectively, in competition with the strong 1241.64keV
y-ray. These three y-rays depopulate a 2" level in
l7*Yb to members of the ground-state rotational
band.

Another option of this Compton-suppression spec-
trometer is the possibility of placing a (weak) source
inside the welt of the Nai(Tl.) crystal in front of the
Ge(Li) detector. The fact that in this case the NalfTl)
shield has an almost 4jr geometry makes it possible to

uw the arrangement as an •'energy level spectrometer".
The anticoincident ^ray spectrum will show a strong
suppression or all peaks except the ground-state
transitions from isomeric levels or from level* fed
directly: by 0-decay or by electron capture. In tiielatter
case the source has to be surrounded by an appropriate
absorber in order to suppress the K X-radiation. The
large detection efficiency fory-radiation by the de(ti)
detector in this geometry ensures that the directly
populated levels Will be clearly visible even if no
ground-state transition jsr present from the iummiag
peak: of the conesponding ground-state cascade. The
summing-enhancemcnt in the energy level spectro-
meter mode is demonstrated for the l6*Ho" decay in
fig. 10. Sum-coincidence peaks with y-rays from the

60Co

2000
Choifisf nAtktf' 4300

^ y K T r S O l , i f r e C ° r d e d r ° r t h e M m e I e n g t h o f l i m e ' t l w u p p c r o n e w i l h o u t •«« «* tower one whh Compton
. The background reduction is d ective all the way down 10 about 70 keV. The small peaks at the Compion edge arc

due to Compton-scatteredy-rays escaping through the entrance channel. This effect is inevitable.



ground-state rotational band are strongly enhanced.
The 1241,44 £•*! 1282,12 keV transitions, e.g., show
strong triple summing peaks at 1706.31 arid 1746.65 keV
(level energies minus the energy of the strongly con-
verted 80 keV 2*-*CJ* transition) indicating that both
transitions populate the 545.44 keV (6*) level of the
ground-state band,

Th^ use of the spectrometer in this geometry is
illustrated further in the case of the decay of 173Lu and
lT4Lu. Both'isotopes decay by electron capture. Many
of the levels in " a Yb are fed by IC-capture, which
results in summing with Km and Kf as shown in fig. 11.
Thekvefat 635.54 keV. however, is not fed by K-cap-
ture from which it can be concluded that the g-value
for the 173Lu must be smaller than 697 keV, but larger

than 646 keV. The 1318.10keV level in l74Yb is not
fed by K-capture m the !7*Lu decay, either. The sum*
ming of the 1241 keV y-ray with Ka and K^ can be
explained completely as due to X-rays caused by the
internal conversion of the coincident 76.46 keV transi-
tion. Similarly the <?-value for the I74Lu decay can b?
deduced as smaller than 1380 and larger than 1328 keV.
This value Is in agreement with 1361 < Q < 1382 given
by Liukkonen and Kantele5).

Finally, as has been described by Cooper and
Perkins2) the spectrometer can be used in the latter
geometry to detect very small amounts of isotopes
emitting noncoincident y-rays. The sensitivity for
detecting small quantities of such isotopes as l37Cs
and 40K. in the presence of large amounts of isotopes

2000 3000

Fig. 5. C«mplon-sui--ressed »*Gay-ray speclrum.

4OOO
— — Chonnel number
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2000
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Fig. 6. Compton-suppressed 56Co y-ray spectrum.

4000

emitting coincident y-rays such as 6oCo, 4SSc and S8Y,
is considerably improved with respect to conventional
systems.

Since its completion the spectrometer has been used
intensively for the study of the decays of. a large
number of radioactive isotopes6).

Also the Compton-suppression spectrometer has
been used for low-level counting in the measurements
described by Lindner et al.7) observing low-level
radioactivity in silver bars. From relative intensities of
y-ray pairs in '̂ Ag™ (127 y) and 1I0Agm (250 d) decays
(434/447, 614/620 and 722/706, energies in keV) the
date of exposure to thermal neutrons could be deter-
mined with an uncertainty of ± 1 month.

Fig. 7. Ratio of escape peaks with respect to the full energy peak
measured with the Compton-suppression spectrometer as a

_ function of the incident y-ray energy.
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tOCX)
Channel numtwr •

Fig. 8. The Compton-suppressed B )Y spectrum; in the lower purt of the figure the"'nCo spccirum is shown, used Tor energy calibration
and peak shape analysis purposes.



'2O0O . 3000

Fig. 9. The Compton-supptessed ,pectrum of a 10 y old mA-i*Lu source.

400O
Channel number
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MOO. -. •;. !. . xxa
3500 cftoimtl number—^*O0

Fig, 10. Spectra from a. Wlfo111 source. The upper two of the spectra are recorded with the source inside the NaI(TJ) crystal well
in front of the Gc<Li) detector; the upper one in singes- »nd the lovver one in anticoincidence mode (energy level spectrometer).
The third spectrum is CoSpton suppressed with tKe" source outside the spectrometer. The sumpeaks with the transitions belonging

to .the ground-state roUtional bind jure clearly accentuated in the "energy level spectrum".
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cnannsi njroMr — — ^ J Q ^

Fig. 11. The spectrum of a l73-l"/iLu source inside the NalfTI) crystal well in front of the Ce(U) detector, th« summing with K,
and Kt radiation is demotutrafed. The radiation frpm the 635 and 1318 keV levels in i7*Yb and 174Yb, respecliv«iy, show no summing

with K X-rays.
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2.3 The energy calibration

Lithium drifted germanium detector systems can be

used to measure relative gamma-ray energies with a precision

of the order of one part in 10 . Energies of the gamma-rays

to be used as calibration standards should thus be known

with a comparable accuracy. As the detector system contains

electronic components, with a non-linear response, several

calibration lines will be necessary in each spectrum in or-

der to convert peak positions correctly into gamma-ray ener-

gies. High precision gamma-ray energy values are available

from crystal diffraction gamma-ray spectrometers and magne-

tic conversion-electron spectrometers. Almost all of these

values have been measured relative to one of two accepted

standard energies:

1) the mass (in energy units, m e )

2) the wavelength of the Kct. X-ray line from tungsten

Precision gamma-ray energies up to kOO keV have usually been

measured with crystal diffraction spectrometers and are

based on the wavelength scale. Higher gamma-ray energy stan-

dards are based on the m_c scale and have usually been mea-

sured with magnetic conversion-electron spectrometers. Very

few gamma-ray energies have been measured with high precision

relative to both reference energies. Direct comparison of the

two energy scales are still scarce and somewhat discrepant

(see e.g. Cohen and DuMond ) . Greenwood et at. show

that the values based on both scales can be used without

restrictions. Only those energies measured with respect to

the m-c scale prior to 1369 are to be adjusted to the new

value m Q c
Z » $11.0034 ± O.OOU keV,

The energy calibration sources and their precise energies

used in our experiments are collected in table 2.3.
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Tab le 2.3 Gamma-ray c a l i b r a t i o n e n e r g i e s

Source H a l f - l i f e E in keV E (adopted) Ref,

he 53 d 4 7 7 . 5 9 3 ± 0 . 0 1 2 ( 1 )

2 2 N a 2 . 6 y 1 2 4 7 - 5 1 9 ± 0 . 0 1 8 ( 1 )

5 1 C r 2 7 . 8 d 3 2 0 . 0 8 0 + 0 . 0 1 3 3 2 0 . 0 8 4 + 0 . 0 0 5 ( 3 )
3 2 0 . 0 8 5 ± 0 . 0 0 6

5<1Mn 303 d 834.840 + 0.050 (2)

56Cc 77 d 846.751 ± 0.019 (M
1037.816 t 0.022
1175.067 ± 0.026
1238.256 ± 0.027
1360.175 * 0.029
1771.300 ± 0.037
1810.665 ± 0.039
1963.675 ± 0.040
2015.137 ± 0.040
2034.706 ± 0.041
2113.049 ± 0.045
2212.861 ± 0.045
2598.400 ± 0.053
3201 .901 ± 0.064

57Co

60Co

85Sr

88y

109Cd

270

5.

64

108

453

d

3 y

d

d

d

3253.361 ± 0.065
3272.927 ± 0.065
3451.064 + 0.069

122.061 ± 0.010
136.471 ± 0.010

1173.208 ± 0.025 1173.212 ± 0,046
1173.226 ± 0.046
1332.491 ± 0.041 1332.487 + 0.046
1332.483 ± 0.046

513.996 ± 0.016

898.021 ± 0.019
1836.127 ± 0.050

88.032 ± 0.003

(5)

(2)
(6)
(2)
(6)

(1)

(1)
(7)

(8)
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Table 2.3 - continued -

113

137

139

160

Sn 115 d 255.126 + 0.010
391.688 • 0.010
391-688 ± 0.010

Cs 30 y 661.635 ± 0.076
661.638 + 0.019
661 .632 ± 0.076

Ce 140 d 165.852 + 0.010
165.854 ± 0.011

Ce 33 d 145.441 + 0.003

Tb 72.1 d 86.788 ± 0.002
93.919 ± 0.006
197.035 ± 0.008
215.646 ± 0.008
298.582 ± 0.010
332.514 ± 0.026
879.364 ± 0,018
962.295 ± 0.020
966.151 ± 0.020
1177.934 ± 0.024

± 0.026

l 6 6Ho m 1200 y

1271.850

80.573
184.407
215.875
280.456
300.744
410.941
451.524
529.813
570.998
670.509
711.693
752.265
778.817
810,309
830.560

± 0.015
+ 0.015
± Q.QiO
± 0.020
± 0.020
± 0.025
± 0.025
± 0.030
± 0.030
± 0.040
± 0.040
± 0,040
± 0.040
± 0.040
± 0.040

182Ta 115 d 65.720 ±
67.748 ±
84.679 ±
100.102 ±
113.672 ±
116.414 .±
151 ..428 ±
156.386 ±
179.392 ±
198.351 ±
222.106 ±
229,317 ±

0,002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.003
0.002
0.008

391.688 ± 0.010

661.638 ± 0.018

(9)
(4)
(9)

(8)
(10)
(11)

165.853 ± 0.007 (5)

(5)

(12)

(13)

(14)
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Table, 2.3;-.„- conjt

Ta 264.071 i 0
1001.694 : ? f , 015
1121.298 ± 0.013
1189.046 ± 0.013
1221.399 ±0.013
1231 .010 ± 0.010
1257.412 ± 0.013

198Au 2.69 d 411.794 ± 0.008 411.796 ± 0.003 (1)
411.795 ± 0.009 (2)
411.794 + 0.005 (9)
411.797 ± 0.007 (15)
411.799 ± 0.007 (16)
675-879 ± 0.018 (1)
1087.671 ± 0.024

203Hg 46.9 d 279.188+0.006 279.190 ± 0.005 (5)
279.193 ± 0.007 (2)

Am 458 y 26-348 + 0.010 (5)
59.536 ± 0.001
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Intensity measurements; efficiency calibration

For efficiency calibration sources of known intensi-

3required^. Calibrated sources of 2 2Na, 5*Mn, 60 C o >

•' CS' Hg and Ara h a v e been obtained from l.A.E.A.

(Vienna 1970), with accuracies of up to one percent^Useful

in efficiency calibration are also radioactive sources with

several lines with known relative intensfties distributed

over-a wide energy range, such as 5 7Co, 5 6Co, l 6 6Ho m and

• a *

^ Table 2.4 gives data for 5 6Co, taken from Helmer et

at. (see also Table 2.3, previous chapter), relative

intensities are from the work of Camp and Meredith V. The

energies of Ta are taken from White et at. 3) and the

intensities from Jardine ^ .

In figure 2.4.1 the absolute full energy peak de-

tection efficiencies of the different Ge(Li) detectors de-

scribed in Chapter 2.1 are presented. All are for source-

detector distance as indicated in the figure.
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Table 2.4 Relative intensities of gamma-rays belonging to

the decays of ' Co and 182Ta

5«Co

1 8 2 T ,

846.751 ±
1037.816 +
1175.067 ±
1238.256 ±
1360.175 ±
1771.300 ±
1810.665 ±
1963.675 ±
2015.137 ±
2034.706 ±
2113.049 ±
2212.861 ±
2598.400 ±
3201.901 ±
3253.361 ±
3272.927 ±
3451.064 i

100.1Q4 ±
152.435 ±
156.387 ±
179.393 ±
222.109 ±
229.322 ±
264.072 ±
1121.298 ±
1189.046 ±
1221.399 ±
1231.010 +

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

.019

.022

.026

.027

.029

.037

.039
• 039
.040
.041
.045
.049
.053
.064
.065
.065
.069

.002

.003
,003
.004
.005
.005
.009
.013
.013
.013
.013

100
14
2
67
L
15
0
0
3
7
0
0
16
3
7
1
0

40
20
7
8
21
10
10

ICO
46
77
32

!Y

.00 +

.28 ±

.60 +

.33 ±

.70 ±

.64 ±

.72 ±

.08 ±

.89 i

.39 ±

.35 ±

.90 ±

.04 ±

.41 ±

.75 ±

.88 ±

.2 ±
• 5 ±
.6 ±
.8 ±
.3 ±
.3 ±
.1 ±

.5 ±

.3 ±

.8 ±

0
0
0
C
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
0

.10

.02

.40

.04

.15

.10

.15
• 03
.07
.05
.10
.15
.03
.06
.02
.10

.0

.5

.2

.3

.5

.3

.3

.7

.2

.5
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2.'•.a Intensities of gamma-rays in the Cr decay

New absolute values of y-ray intensities in the decay of s7Co are given as well as more accurate values for the y-ray entfgic*.

In the intensity calibration of semi-conductor y-ray
detectors, the connection of the low-energy part below
30 keV with the 100 keV region is difficult. Suitable
isotopes for intensity calibration are "Co and 241Ain,
which have reasonably long half-lives and which can be
obtained easily.

For the "Co nucleus, however, there is a con-
siderable discrepancy between the data of refs. 1-3,
which can be considered to be the most accurate up
till now. Moreover, no actual measurement of the
relative y-ray intensity of the 14.4 keV transition with
respect to the 122 keV y-ray have been reported safer.
Therefore, a reinvestigation of the "Co decay was
undertaken.

The y-ray spectrum of a "Co source was studied
with several large Ge(Li) detectors (4.9%, 5.1% and
10.7%* Nuclear Diodes) and with a small surface-
barrier Ge(Li) detector (7 mm thick, 0.9% planar
Philips, fwhm 0.80 keV at E7 = 122 keV) equipped with

• Efficiencies at 1332 keV relative to that of 3'x3" NalfTl)
detector at a source to detector distance of 25 cm.

a thin Be window. The intensity calibration was
performed with y-rays from a standard set of absolutely
calibrated sources "Na, !*Mn,6°Co,MY, I J 7Cs,2 MHg
and 241Am obtained from IAEA (Vienna, 1968), while
for the energy calibration additional sources of
7Be, "Cr and l 0 9Cd were used.

The relative y-ray intensities of the 14.4 keV tran-
sition to the 122 and 136 keV y-rays were studied with
the small surface-barrier Ge(Li) detector. In evaluat-
ing the area of the 14,4 keV y-ray photo peak (fwhm
780 eV) one has to take the backscatter peak into ac-
count, as this peak occurs at an energy of 13.6 keV. In
order to eliminate possible systematic errors, the peaks
were plotted on semilogarithmic paper with the back-
ground subtracted. The slopes of each peak were then
extended down to 2% of the topheight of the photo
peak and the area was defined as the integrated
numbers between the two intersections.

In table 1 our results are presented together with
earlier reported data1""3). Taking weighted mean values
for the y-ray energies and using total conversion
coefficients*-910) of 0.0225 and 0.146 for the 122 keV

TABLE I

Energies (in keV) and relative intensities of y-rays occurring in the decay of S7Co.

*)

14.408±0.005
I22.07±0.03
136.43 ±0.05
230.4 ±0.5
339.7 ±0.3
352.5 ±0.3
366.8 ±0.4
570.1 ±0.3
692. J ±0.2
7Q6.6 ±0.3

Energy
5)

122.061 ±0.0.0
136.47! ±0.010

This work

122.06*0.02
136.47±0.03
230.4 ±0.6
339.68 ±0.28
352.23 ±0.27
367.0 ±0.5
570.04±0.28
692.44±0.06
706.46 ±0.34

JO*
12500 ±800

0.59
4.9
3.8
0.7

15.5
161

6.7

Intensity

105
12000 d: 100

0.2±0.2
2.9±0.3
2.0±0.2
0.7 ±0.1

16.0 ±1.0
188±5
5.5±0.6

10*
12590
0.59
5.6
4.4
0.8

16.9
186

7.9

This work

11410*500
10*

130O0±400
0.5±0.5
4.5 ±0.4
3.7±0.4
1.5±0.4

19.4±1.1
I83±l l
6.2±0.6

* Published in Nucl. Instr. Meth. 9^ (1971) 389

Reproduced with permission of the North Holland Publishing

Company, Amsterdam.
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Absolute y-ray intensities in percentage per disintegration.

(keV)

14.408±0.005
122.061 ±0.010
136.471 ±0.010
230.4 ±0.4
339,68 ±0.21
352.23 ±0.21
366.9 ±0.3
370.04 ±0.21
692.44 ±0.06
706.46 ±0.21

IAEA,"l97O«)

9.5 ±0.3
85,O±1.7
ll .4±1.3

This paper

9.7 ±0.4
85.2 ±0.4
11.1 ±0.3
0.O0O4±0.O0O4
O,OO38±O.OOO3
0.0032±0.O003
0.OO13±0.0003
0.0l6S±0.0009
0.156 ±0.009
O.OOS3±O.O0O5

conversion coefficient with a quite different method
from Mfesbauer absorption spectra of thin polarized
iron foils. Assuming the transition to be a pure Ml
the theoretical values for aT of 8.17 and 8.12 are
extrapolated from the tables of Rose9} and of Hager
and SeJUcf10), respectively. The weighted averages tor
the energies of the excited states in 57Fe are deduced
to be: 14.4O8±O.OO5, 136.470±0.008, 367.17±O.28
and 706.85+0.06 keV.

and 136 keV transiii' xs, the values given in table 2
are calculated f . the absolute y-ray intensities
expressed in percentage per S7Co disintegration. Using
the proposed^ intensity data given in table 2 the
intensity baiaace of the 14.4 keV level in "Fe is used
"io calculate the total conversion coefficient of the
14,4 keV r-ray transition to be a* = 8.0 ±0.4. This is
in good agreement with the most recent results obtained
by Rubtmon and Gopinatban7) and by Johnson?), who
measured aT = 8.17±0.25 and aT = 8.19±0.18 respec-
tively. Rutnnson and Gopinatban7) derived their result
from X-X and X-y coincidence counting with gas
proportional counters, while Johnson determined the

Reft

i) O. C Kistner and A. W. Sunyar, Phys. Rev. B295 (1965)139.
*) G.D. Sprouse and S.S. Hanna, Nucl. Phys- 74 (1965)177.
*} J. M. Mithiesen and J. P. Hurley. Nucl. Phys. 72 (1965) 475.
*) Nuclear Data Sheets 3, sect. B. 3-4 (1970) 126.
*) R.C. Greenwood, R.G. Helmcr and R.J. Gehrke.Nucl.

lnstr. and Meth. 77 (1970) 141.
*) Recommended Nuclear Data (IAEA, Vienna, Nov. 1970).
*> W. Rubinson and K.P- Gojanathao, Pfcys. Rev. 170 (196S)

969.
8) D. P. Johnson, Phys. Rev. IB (1969) 3551.
») M. E. Rose, InMrnat common ccefficiexts (North-Holland

PubJ. Co., Amsterdam, 1958).
10) R.S.Hager and E. a Seltzer, Nuciear Data A4 (1968)1.



Intensities of gamma-rays in the decay of 166m
Ho

New values are givsn for relative y-ray iniensities in the decay of 1MraHo, that can be used for intensity calibration.

A quite good relative intensity calibration of 3 semi-
conductor y-ray detector, as well as ap energy calibra-
tion in the 80-1000 keV region can be performed by
using only l66mHo as a source. The recent accurate
intensity values given by Reich and Ciine1) and by
Lavi2), though, differ substantially. We therefore
reinvestigated a 10 year old3) source with our anti-
Compton spectrometer*) calibrated with y-rays from a
standard set of absolutely calibrated sources "Na,
s*Mn, 60Co, 88Y, l37Cs, Z03Hg and " 'Am, obtained
from IAEA (Vienna, 1970). This calibration was
extended by using y-rays from: 56Co, *6Ga]:i82Ta and
183Ta. The 56C&^nd*6(3adata, weretakenfrom Camp
and Meredith5). The intensity values used for I82Ta
were those of White,ei al.*) and of Jardine7). For
183Ta we used the data collected by Greenwood et al.8).
For best intensity calibration, a thin composite source
of 1S6mHo, I82Ta and 183Ta was used.

The results are presented in table 1, with in column 3
the results of Lavi1) and in column 4 those of Reich
and dine1). Remarkably, our results do not agree
decidedly better with any of the two earlier sets, except
that the intensity values of Reich and Ciine at the higher
energies seem to be systematically high.

This work is part of the research program of the
Institute for Nuclear Physics Research (IKO) made
possible bjfinancial-support frojm the Foundation for
Fundamental Research on Matter (FOM) and the
Netherlands Organization for the Advancement of
Pure Research (ZWO).
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